EECP POWER DASH
HOW IT WORKS
Simplify all your EE program management products in one easy step. We know you’ve got a system, and if it’s not
broken, it doesn’t make sense to replace everything you’re using. But we also know that when it comes to reporting,
working with multiple products can be frustrating and cause a lot of manual report creation that takes your team away
from other tasks and runs the risk of user error. With that in mind, ESG has created a solution: a simple dashboard that
aggregates and automates all your energy efficiency program analytics.
The Power Dash is custom-tailored to exactly what you need it for, nothing more (and certainly nothing less). Basically, it
collects data from all your reporting sources into a single database and turns it all into a consistent format. Then you can
generate reports from the highest level down to the most granular detail, incorporating any or all of your data sources.

WHY YOU NEED IT
Don’t overpay for extraneous features - make your work quick, straightforward, and to the point. Get your data
the way you want it to look, and see the insights you want to see: all in one place, without extra bulk or extra staff hours.
What we’re saying is: with the Power Dash, you won’t notice the addition of yet another EE program management tool you’ll notice using 2-5 fewer tools. Give us a call and find out how the EECP Power Dash can help you simplify everything.
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Your EE tools focus on
your users’ data. The
Power Dash focuses on
you. We’ve developed
specific features to
make using this tool as
intuitive as possible.

No more fiddling
with spreadsheets
or clicking through
dozens of tabs. The
Power Dash brings
everything you need
right to your screen.

It’s easy on the eyes...
and on the brain.
Tailored to your needs,
this tool forgoes bells
and whistles to help
you get quickly to
what really matters.

Since all your data is
in one place, you can
create reports you’ve
never been able to run
automatically. And that
means you can plan
more, better programs.
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